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F-GAS REGULATION REVIEW: PROPOSAL FOR A REGULATION AMENDING 
DIRECTIVE (EU) 2019/1937 AND REPEALING REGULATION (EU) NO 517/2014 

‒ AMENDMENT PROPOSALS ‒ 

 
In order to ensure a rapid implementation of the energy transition, the requirements of the future F-Gas Reg-

ulation must be formulated appropriately and without ambiguity with regard to the requirements for transmis-

sion grids. The present amendment list comprises the amendment proposals to the issues or items that are 

significant or critical for the German transmission system operators for electricity. This compilation is based 

on the proposed changes that were developed within the framework of ENTSO-E. The list provides a selec-

tion of amendments that are particularly relevant for us.  

The following issues/articles are of particular relevance to electrical switchgear operators: 

─ Grandfathering of already installed SF6 equipment: Enabling the procurement and installation of 

spare parts. The current wording of Art. 11(1) in conjunction with Annex IV No. 23 provides for a re-

striction on the use of spare parts. In order to ensure the reliability of the electricity network, it must be 

possible to maintain and repair existing electrical switchgear without restriction until the end of their 

lifespan1. Otherwise, for example, after a defect in a gas-insulated metal-enclosed switchgear, the entire 

unit would have to be rebuilt instead of getting repaired. This would lead to several years of outage. To 

minimise outages, the procurement and installation of spare parts should be exempted from any re-

strictions. 

─ Planning certainty for the energy transition: Appropriate definition of the term "placing on the mar-

ket" (POM) particularly for electrical switchgear. The definition of "POM" according to Art. 3(6) in con-

junction with Art. 11(1) and Annex IV No. 23 concerns both product-related aspects and activities of man-

ufacturers and operators. It is well suited for consumer goods, but for electrical switchgear we need a clear 

and feasible definition, which answers the central question "Who is allowed to do what and by when?" In 

this context, the TSO project durations (usually more than four years) and the required market and supply 

availability of mature products must be considered for planning certainty. The current draft of the F-Gas 

Regulation creates uncertainty for both TSOs and manufacturers due to the remaining ambiguities. To 

resolve this, "POM" must refer to the date of signing of the contract for the supply of the electrical switch-

gear. 

─ Consideration of security of technology and market availability for all technical applications: Ac-

cording to Annex IV No. 23, installation and replacement of electrical switchgear with fluorinated gases 

can also take place after the ban date unless no suitable alternative is available based on “technical 

grounds". Due to the very lengthy and resource-intensive development of alternative technologies by 

equipment manufacturers, it is currently not predictable what technologies for voltages >145 kV will be 

available on the market and reach market maturity. In our view, it is therefore necessary to address not 

only technical reasons but also market and supply availability and technology security in Annex IV No. 

23.  

ARTICLE 11 

EC proposal Amendment proposal 

(5) Only undertakings that hold a certificate required under Article 
10(1), point (a) or the training attestation required under Article 
10(2), or undertakings that employ persons holding such a certif-
icate or a training attestation shall be allowed to purchase fluori-
nated greenhouse gases listed in Annex I or Annex II, Section 1, 
for the purpose of carrying out the installation, servicing, mainte-
nance or repair of the equipment containing those gases, or 
whose functioning relies upon those gases, referred to in Article 
5(2), points (a) to (g), and Article 10(2). 

(5) Only undertakings that hold a certificate required under Ar-
ticle 10(1), point (a) or the training attestation required under 
Article 10(2), or undertakings that employ persons holding 
such a certificate or a training attestation shall be allowed to 
purchase fluorinated greenhouse gases listed in Annex I or 
Annex II, Section 1, as well as electrical switchgear spare 
parts for the purpose of carrying out the installation, servicing, 

maintenance or repair of the equipment containing those 
gases, or whose functioning relies upon those gases, referred 
to in Article 5(2), points (a) to (g), and Article 10(2). 

                                                           
1: Gas-insulated switch gear has a lifespan of over 40 years.  
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This paragraph shall not prevent non-certified undertakings, 
who do not carry out such activities, from collecting, transport-
ing or delivering fluorinated greenhouse gases listed in Annex 
I and Annex II, Section 1. 

Justification: The prohibition on placing on the market (POM) of SF6-containing products and equipment should not 
prevent the possibility of acquiring or using SF6-containing spare parts for the repair of existing SF6-containing equip-
ment for minimising further F-gas and CO2-emissions.To ensure security of supply and system security, network 
operators need to be allowed to maintain their existing SF6 equipment until their technical end-of-life has been 
reached. 

ANNEX IV, POINT (23) 

EC proposal Amendment proposal 

(23)  Installation and replacement of the following electrical 
switchgear: 

(23) Signing of contract for the installation and replace-
ment, excluding extension and spare parts needed for 
maintenance and repair of existing switchgear, of the fol-

lowing electrical switchgear: 

Justification: In view of security of energy supply and system security, it is of utmost importance that only very mature 
equipment is used. Therefore, the placing on the market (POM) of an alternative technology should neither be the 
date of positive type test nor the date of commercial market notification, but the date when the performance of the 
equipment has been proven in real application. It is because from that date onwards, users should consider the proven 
alternative solution in their call for tender, as specified in the signed contract. Consequently, the date of signing the 
contract should be decisive. 
The POM definition so far does not consider the project timelines of network operators, which are often more than 
four years. Since the technology in a project has to be defined at the very beginning - to apply for the necessary 
permits - but the installation of the equipment often only takes place at the end of the project (many years after 
tendering/contract signing) according to the current POM definition, the technology once selected cannot be changed 
without delaying the project. For this reason, the date of contract signature should be used. 
Consideration should also be given to the case where, due to project challenges, the selected technology will not be 
installed until after the date of the ban on POM for SF6 equipment, in which case the evidence documentation provided 
at the time point of call for tender/contract signature should also be accepted. 
Furthermore, parts needed for maintainance and repair should be excluded from the ban in Article 11 and/or Annex 
IV point (23) draft Regulation to ensure the reliability of the grid by allowing the maintenance of the existing equipment 
until its end of life. 

1. Point 1 applies to: 

(a) containers which cannot be refilled without being adapted 
for that purpose (non-refillable); 

(b) containers that could be refilled but are imported or placed 
on the market without provision having been made for their 
return for refilling.  

1. Point 1 applies to: 

(a) containers which cannot be refilled without being adapted for 
that purpose (non-refillable); 

(b) containers that could be refilled but are imported or placed 
on the market without provision having been made for their 
return for refilling.  

1a[new] Point 23 applies to the date of signing of contract 
following a call for tender and excludes the components 
that have been contracted before the mentioned date of 
prohibition. 

Justification: The placing on the market (POM) of an alternative technology should neither be the date of positive 
type test nor the date of commercial market notification, but the date when the performance of the equipment has 
been proven in real application. It is because from that date onwards, users should consider the proven alternative 
solution in their call for tender, as specified in the signed contract. Consequently, in case of electrical switchgear, the 
date of signing the contract should be decisive. 
The POM definition so far does not consider the project timelines of network operators, which are often more than 
four years. Since the technology in a project has to be defined at the very beginning - to apply for the necessary 
permits - but the installation of the equipment often only takes place at the end of the project (many years after 
tendering/contract signing) according to the current POM definition, the technology once selected cannot be changed 
without delaying the project. For this reason, the call for tender documentation and the date of the available technol-
ogies at the time point of the call for tender/contract signature should be used. Moreover, it is of high importance, to 
accept the documentation from the standard call process for equipment under point (23) as evidence regardless of 
when the SF6-equipment is physically installed, i.e. POM after the date of the ban. 
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2. The evidence referred to in point 23, shall include documen-
tation establishing that following an open call for tender no suit-
able alternative on technical grounds, given the demonstrated 
specificities of the application, was available that could meet the 
conditions set out in point 23. The documentation shall be kept 
by the operator for at least five years and shall be made availa-
ble to the competent authority of the Member State and to the 
Commission, upon request.  

2. The evidence referred to in point 23, shall include documen-
tation establishing that following an open call for tender:  

(a) no suitable alternative on technical grounds (i.e., equipment 
not being in operation conditions for at least 3 years), given 

the demonstrated specificities of the application, was available 
that could meet the conditions set out in point 23, or 

(b) a minimum of two suppliers which can provide a suita-
ble alternative on technical grounds (i.e., equipment not be-
ing in operation conditions for at least 3 years), was not 
available, or 

(c) the product delivery cannot meet the timeline of the pro-
ject.  

The documentation shall be kept by the operator for at least five 
years and shall be made available to the competent authority of 
the Member State and to the Commission, upon request. 

Justification: Experience has shown that new technologies require a break-in phase during which some unforeseen 
problems appear and reduce their availability. Therefore, it is essential that any new technologies not only pass the 
required certification tests, but also demonstrate good performance in real operation, meaning that it has been in-
stalled in Europe in a pilot project and been in operation for at least three years. To ensure that sufficient alternative 
technologies are available on the market, competition is promoted and no monopoly position and thus dependence 
on one manufacturer is created, adequate alternatives from at least two suppliers should be available. 

 3[new] The prohibitions on placing on the markets set out 
in point 23 do not apply to the spare parts necessary for 
maintenance and repair of equipment already installed and 
to the extensions of the already installed electrical switch-
gear.  

Justification: Components needed for maintainance and repair should be excluded from the ban in Article 11 and/or 
Annex IV point (23) draft Regulation to ensure the reliability of the network by allowing repair, maintenance and 
extension of the existing equipment until its end of life, for minimising further F-Gas-emissions. 

 


